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Charles H. Dow, Benjamin Graham, George Soros, Peter Lynch, Warren Buffett, Mario
Gabelli, and Donald Trump. You won't find a seminar or lecture anywhere that boasts a
panel quite like this-a group of the great stock-pickers and market gurus, both past and
present, brought together to instruct you on the art of investing. The Book of Investing
Wisdom offers you a unique insight into how these professionals and many others
achieved financial success through intelligent investing-all from the comfort of your
armchair. Never before have the writings of such a large and diverse group of brilliant
investors been collected between the covers of a single book. The Book of Investing
Wisdom is an anthology of 46 essays and speeches from the most successful, wellknown investors and financiers of our time. In their own words, these legends of Wall
Street share their best investment ideas and advice. You'll hear from Bernard Baruch
on stock market slumps, Peter Bernstein on investing for the long term, Joseph E.
Granville on market movements, John Moody on investment vs. speculation, Otto Kahn
on the New York Stock Exchange and public opinion, William Peter Hamilton on the
Dow theory, and Leo Melamed on the art of futures trading, to name just a few. For
easy reference, the 46 essays featured in The Book of Investing Wisdom are organized
into eight categories, covering the nuts and bolts of analysis, investing attitude and
philosophy, investing strategies, market cycles, views from the inside, lessons from
notorious characters, insights from the Great Crashes, and advice beyond your average
blue chip. Each essay is preceded by a brief introduction that provides intriguing and
insightful background information about its author's life and career, and places the
essay in historical perspective. Significant statements, inspiring thoughts, and even
quirky bits of wisdom have been highlighted throughout the book to call attention to
each contributor's most memorable ideas. Offering practical advice, strategic wisdom,
and intriguing history, The Book of Investing Wisdom will inspire and motivate everyone
from the professional money manager to the do-it-yourself investor to the business
student. PETER KRASS is a freelance writer and editor living in Connecticut. He
contributes regularly to Investor's Business Daily. His other books include The Book of
Leadership Wisdom: Classic Writings by Legendary Business Leaders and The Book of
Business Wisdom: Class Writings by the Legends of Commerce and Industry, also
available from Wiley.
Renowned financier Martin Zweig guides readers to smart investing in the 1990s stock
market with proven strategies on how to make informed buy and sell decisions, pick
winners, spot major bull and bear trends early, and more. This constant bestseller was
first published in 1986 and first revised in 1990, with 77,000 trade paperback copies
sold.
A comprehensive and practical guide to the stock market from a successful fund
manager—filled with case studies, important background information, and all the tools
you’ll need to become a stock market genius. Fund manager Joel Greenblatt has been
beating the Dow (with returns of 50 percent a year) for more than a decade. And now,
in this highly accessible guide, he’s going to show you how to do it, too. You’re about
to discover investment opportunities that portfolio managers, business-school
professors, and top investment experts regularly miss—uncharted areas where the
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individual investor has a huge advantage over the Wall Street wizards. Here is your
personal treasure map to special situations in which big profits are possible, including: ·
Spin-offs · Restructurings · Merger Securities · Rights Offerings · Recapitalizations ·
Bankruptcies · Risk Arbitrage
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • From the world's leading forest ecologist who
forever changed how people view trees and their connections to one another and to
other living things in the forest—a moving, deeply personal journey of discovery
Suzanne Simard is a pioneer on the frontier of plant communication and intelligence;
she's been compared to Rachel Carson, hailed as a scientist who conveys complex,
technical ideas in a way that is dazzling and profound. Her work has influenced
filmmakers (the Tree of Souls of James Cameron's Avatar) and her TED talks have
been viewed by more than 10 million people worldwide. Now, in her first book, Simard
brings us into her world, the intimate world of the trees, in which she brilliantly
illuminates the fascinating and vital truths--that trees are not simply the source of timber
or pulp, but are a complicated, interdependent circle of life; that forests are social,
cooperative creatures connected through underground networks by which trees
communicate their vitality and vulnerabilities with communal lives not that different from
our own. Simard writes--in inspiring, illuminating, and accessible ways—how trees, living
side by side for hundreds of years, have evolved, how they perceive one another, learn
and adapt their behaviors, recognize neighbors, and remember the past; how they have
agency about the future; elicit warnings and mount defenses, compete and cooperate
with one another with sophistication, characteristics ascribed to human intelligence,
traits that are the essence of civil societies--and at the center of it all, the Mother Trees:
the mysterious, powerful forces that connect and sustain the others that surround them.
Simard writes of her own life, born and raised into a logging world in the rainforests of
British Columbia, of her days as a child spent cataloging the trees from the forest and
how she came to love and respect them—embarking on a journey of discovery, and
struggle. And as she writes of her scientific quest, she writes of her own journey--of
love and loss, of observation and change, of risk and reward, making us understand
how deeply human scientific inquiry exists beyond data and technology, that it is about
understanding who we are and our place in the world, and, in writing of her own life, we
come to see the true connectedness of the Mother Tree that nurtures the forest in the
profound ways that families and human societies do, and how these inseparable bonds
enable all our survival.
Mutual-fund superstar Peter Lynch and author John Rothchild explain the basic
principles of the stock market and business in an investing guide that will enlighten and
entertain anyone who is high-school age or older. Many investors, including some with
substantial portfolios, have only the sketchiest idea of how the stock market works. The
reason, say Lynch and Rothchild, is that the basics of investing—the fundamentals of
our economic system and what they have to do with the stock market—aren’t taught in
school. At a time when individuals have to make important decisions about saving for
college and 401(k) retirement funds, this failure to provide a basic education in
investing can have tragic consequences. For those who know what to look for,
investment opportunities are everywhere. The average high-school student is familiar
with Nike, Reebok, McDonald’s, the Gap, and the Body Shop. Nearly every teenager in
America drinks Coke or Pepsi, but only a very few own shares in either company or
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even understand how to buy them. Every student studies American history, but few
realize that our country was settled by European colonists financed by public
companies in England and Holland—and the basic principles behind public companies
haven’t changed in more than three hundred years. In Learn to Earn, Lynch and
Rothchild explain in a style accessible to anyone who is high-school age or older how to
read a stock table in the daily newspaper, how to understand a company annual report,
and why everyone should pay attention to the stock market. They explain not only how
to invest, but also how to think like an investor.
Says Bill Ackman of Pershing Square Capital Management about The Art of Value
Investing: "I learned the investment business largely from the work and thinking of other
investors. The Art of Value Investing is a thoughtfully organized compilation of some of
the best investment insights I have ever read. Read this book with care. It will be one of
the highest-return investments you will ever make." Based on interviews with the
world's most-successful value investors, The Art of Value Investing offers a
comprehensive set of answers to the questions every equity money manager should
have thought through clearly before holding himself or herself out as a worthy steward
of other people's money. What market inefficiencies will I try to exploit? How will I
generate ideas? What will be my geographic focus? What analytical edge will I hope to
have? What valuation methodologies will I use? What time horizon will I typically
employ? How many stocks will I own? How specifically will I decide to buy or sell? Will I
hedge, and how? How will I keep my emotions from getting the best of me? Who
should read The Art of Value Investing? It is as vital a resource for the just starting out
investor as for the sophisticated professional one. The former will find a comprehensive
guidebook for defining a sound investment strategy from A-to-Z; the latter will find all
aspects of his or her existing practice challenged or reconfirmed by the provocative
thinking of their most-successful peers. It also is a must read for any investor –
institutional or individual – charged with choosing the best managers for the money they
are allocating to equities. Choosing the right managers requires knowing all the right
questions to ask as well as the answers worthy of respect and attention – both of which
are delivered in The Art of Value Investing.
The manager of a top investment fund discusses how individuals can make a killing in
the market through research and investment techniques that confound conventional
market wisdom
is a vice president with the American Association of Individual Investors. He is the
editor of the AAII Journal and helps to manage the Stock Superstars portfolio. He
authors the weekly AAII Investor Update newsletter and his commentary is published
by both Seeking Alpha and Forbes.com.
More than one million copies have been sold of this seminal book on investing in which
legendary mutual-fund manager Peter Lynch explains the advantages that average
investors have over professionals and how they can use these advantages to achieve
financial success. America’s most successful money manager tells how average
investors can beat the pros by using what they know. According to Lynch, investment
opportunities are everywhere. From the supermarket to the workplace, we encounter
products and services all day long. By paying attention to the best ones, we can find
companies in which to invest before the professional analysts discover them. When
investors get in early, they can find the “tenbaggers,” the stocks that appreciate tenfold
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from the initial investment. A few tenbaggers will turn an average stock portfolio into a
star performer. Lynch offers easy-to-follow advice for sorting out the long shots from the
no-shots by reviewing a company’s financial statements and knowing which numbers
really count. He offers guidelines for investing in cyclical, turnaround, and fast-growing
companies. As long as you invest for the long term, Lynch says, your portfolio can
reward you. This timeless advice has made One Up on Wall Street a #1 bestseller and
a classic book of investment know-how.

One Up on Wall Street: How to Use What You Already Know to Make Money in
the Market (1989) guides fledgling investors through the process of how to pick
stocks and build a winning investment portfolio. Author and investor Peter Lynch,
with the help of author John Rothchild, explains that investors do not have to
work at high-profile finance firms to be successful... Purchase this in-depth
summary to learn more.
My personal goal is to help people reach their financial goals. One way of doing
that is through investing education. The book is my attempt to help with the
development of a strong investing mindset and skillset to help you make better
investment decisions. There is a gap in the value investing world. Benjamin
Graham published The Intelligent Investor in 1949 with several subsequent
editions up to 1972, while Seth Klarman published Margin of Safety in 1991. With
more than 50 years since Graham published his masterpiece and almost 30
since Klarman's, there was the need for a contemporary book to account for all
the changes in the financial environment we live in.Modern Value Investing book
does exactly that, in 4 parts.Part 1 discusses the most important psychological
traits a successful investor should have. Part 2 describes 25 tools that help with
investment analysis.Part 3 applies those tools on an example. Part 4 is food for
investing thought as it discusses modern approaches to investing. Approaches
range from an all-weather portfolio strategy to hyperbolic discounting and others
you can take advantage of when the time is right.
Drawing from his experience as a securities analyst, economist, and investor, the
author explains the workings of Wall Street and offers advice on determining the
value and potential of stocks
"There is one thing that can be said about A Fool and His Moneythat cannot be
said about any other colume of investment advice:You will never make a penny
from the information in this book. Nowork on the subject of personal finance has
even tried to make thisclaim before. That is because works on the subject of
personalfinance are all lying. John Rothchild is the only fully honestauthor in the
genre."--from the Foreword by P. J. O'Rourke. A veritable gold mine of comic
insight into the predicament of anaverage investor's avid pursuit of wealth, A Fool
and His Money isJohn Rothchild's critically acclaimed personal account of a
yeardevoted to investing his money in the markets. The entireinvestment
world--its characters, institutions, customs, andmyths-passes under Rothchild's
sharp and profoundly humorousscrutiny. Acclaim for A Fool and His Money
"What makes this book so good is that Rothchild can explain thingslike naked
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puts . . . and leave the reader both edified andlaughing. . . . Witty, fast-paced,
and educational."--TheWashington Post. "You'll relish John Rothchild's comic
tale. . . . The book nearsguaranteed delight."--Newsday. "A Fool and His Money
may be the funniest book about investing everwritten. It's a reader's capital
gain."--New York Post. You set aside some money, quit your job, devote yourself
entirelyto studying the markets, and start to invest. Then, through hardwork and
your own magical intuition, you become so wealthy yourmajor concern is finding
a fashionable hobby to soak up yourabundant leisure time. All in about a year.
Now, thanks to this hugely entertaining and informative book, youcan live out the
fantasy without risking your money, your job--oryour sanity. Since its acclaimed
debut a decade ago, A Fool and His Money hasbecome a treasured investment
classic. It's the comic, firsthandaccount of a first-time investor who sets out to
make his wildestmoney dreams come true. In a surge of optimism and enterprise,
financial writer JohnRothchild drops everything to devote an entire year to
learning howto invest a modest sum of money. Motivated by a sincere desire
toget rich, he undertakes his mission by systematically studying asmuch as he
can about the markets and how they really operate. Hefearlessly asks the most
basic questions, observes theprofessionals at work, studies the newsletters,
makes investments,and reports back on everything--including his own highly
personaland often hilarious reactions. With Rothchild as your guide through the
marketplace, you will: * Eavesdrop as his broker explains in fluent double-talk
why heshould buy a certain "hot stock" * Share in his buyer's remorse as
Rothchild purchases an unknowntechnology company stock that puts him on an
emotional rollercoaster * Be humbled as he enters the almighty Federal Reserve
Bank andstruggles to understand its omnipotent power over his personalfinances
* Witness the excitement and confusion of the Commodities Exchangeand find
out what pork bellies really are * Hear firsthand the enigmatic and undoubtedly
wise words ofvarious wizards of Wall Street * Sympathize with Rothchild as he
explains his transactions to hisloved ones * Blush as he shamelessly attempts to
deceive them. In a gesture of pure magnanimity, Rothchild also includes thehardwon bits of wisdom he calls his "25 Useful Tips"--whichinclude such sage advice
as "Never buy anything from a broker at anairport"--and his handy "Fool's
Glossary," which clarifies many ofthe technical terms used in the book. Clever,
funny, and informative, A Fool and His Money will rewardinvestors at all levels of
experience with a revelation on everypage.
"Indispensable reading for anyone seeking to improve their professional selves."
—Daniel H. Pink, #1 New York Times bestselling author of When An essential
guide for how to snap out of autopilot and become your own best advocate, with
candid anecdotes and easy-to-adopt steps, from veteran HR specialist and
popular podcast host Laurie Ruettimann Chances are you've spent the past few
months cooped up inside, buried under a relentless news cycle and work that
never seems to switch off. Millions of us worldwide are overworked, exhausted,
and trying our hardest—yet not getting the recognition we deserve. It’s time for a
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fix. Top career coach and HR consultant Laurie Ruettimann knows firsthand that
work can get a hell of a lot better. A decade ago, Ruettimann was uninspired,
blaming others and herself for the unhappiness she felt. Until she had an
epiphany: if she wanted a fulfilling existence, she couldn’t sit around and wait for
change. She had to be her own leader. She had to truly take ahold of life—the
good, the bad, and the downright ugly—in order to transform her future. Today, as
businesses prioritize their bottom line over employee satisfaction and workers
become increasingly isolated, the need to safeguard your well-being is crucial.
And though this sounds intimidating, it’s easier to do than you think. Through
tactical advice on how to approach work in a smart and healthy manner, which
includes knowing when to sign off for the day, doubling down on our capacity to
learn, fixing those finances, and beating impostor syndrome once and for all,
Ruettimann lays out the framework necessary to champion your interests and
create a life you actually enjoy. Packed with advice and stories of others who
regained control of their lives, Betting on You is a game-changing must-read for
how to radically improve your day-to-day, working more effectively and
enthusiastically starting now.
"A major contribution . . . on the behavior of common stocks in the United
States." --Financial Analysts' Journal The consistently bestselling What Works on
Wall Street explores the investment strategies that have provided the best
returns over the past 50 years--and which are the top performers today. The third
edition of this BusinessWeek and New York Times bestseller contains more than
50 percent new material and is designed to help you reshape your investment
strategies for both the postbubble market and the dramatically changed political
landscape. Packed with all-new charts, data, tables, and analyses, this updated
classic allows you to directly compare popular stockpicking strategies and their
results--creating a more comprehensive understanding of the intricate and often
confusing investment process. Providing fresh insights into time-tested
strategies, it examines: Value versus growth strategies P/E ratios versus price-tosales Small-cap investing, seasonality, and more
WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER From Michael Dell, renowned founder
and chief executive of one of America’s largest technology companies, the inside
story of the battles that defined him as a leader In 1984, soon-to-be college
dropout Michael Dell hid signs of his fledgling PC business in the bathroom of his
University of Texas dorm room. Almost 30 years later, at the pinnacle of his
success as founder and leader of Dell Technologies, he found himself embroiled
in a battle for his company’s survival. What he’d do next could ensure its
legacy—or destroy it completely. Play Nice But Win is a riveting account of the
three battles waged for Dell Technologies: one to launch it, one to keep it, and
one to transform it. For the first time, Dell reveals the highs and lows of the
company's evolution amidst a rapidly changing industry—and his own, as he
matured into the CEO it needed. With humor and humility, he recalls the mentors
who showed him how to turn his passion into a business; the competitors who
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became friends, foes, or both; and the sharks that circled, looking for weakness.
What emerges is the long-term vision underpinning his success: that technology
is ultimately about people and their potential. More than an honest portrait of a
leader at a crossroads, Play Nice But Win is a survival story proving that while
anyone with technological insight and entrepreneurial zeal might build something
great—it takes a leader to build something that lasts.
Describes the investment strategies of the world's most famous stock investor,
recounting how he made a fortune by purchasing pieces of outstanding
companies since the early 1980s
Legendary money manager Peter Lynch explains his own strategies for investing
and offers advice for how to pick stocks and mutual funds to assemble a
successful investment portfolio. Develop a Winning Investment Strategy—with
Expert Advice from “The Nation’s #1 Money Manager.” Peter Lynch’s “invest in
what you know” strategy has made him a household name with investors both
big and small. An important key to investing, Lynch says, is to remember that
stocks are not lottery tickets. There’s a company behind every stock and a
reason companies—and their stocks—perform the way they do. In this book, Peter
Lynch shows you how you can become an expert in a company and how you can
build a profitable investment portfolio, based on your own experience and
insights and on straightforward do-it-yourself research. In Beating the Street,
Lynch for the first time explains how to devise a mutual fund strategy, shows his
step-by-step strategies for picking stock, and describes how the individual
investor can improve his or her investment performance to rival that of the
experts. There’s no reason the individual investor can’t match wits with the
experts, and this book will show you how.
Acclaim for Joel Greenblatt's New York Times bestseller THE LITTLE BOOK THAT
BEATS THE MARKET "One of the best, clearest guides to value investing out there."
—Wall Street Journal "Simply perfect. One of the most important investment books of
the last fifty years!" —Michael Price "A landmark book-a stunningly simple and low-risk
way to significantly beat the market!" —Michael Steinhardt, the dean of Wall Street
hedge-fund managers "The best book on the subject in years." —Financial Times "The
best thing about this book-from which I intend to steal liberally for the next edition of
The Only Investment Guide You'll Ever Need-is that most people won't believe it. . . .
That's good, because the more people who know about a good thing, the more
expensive that thing ordinarily becomes. . . ." —Andrew Tobias, author of The Only
Investment Guide You'll Ever Need "This book is the finest simple distillation of modern
value investing principles ever written. It should be mandatory reading for all serious
investors from the fourth grade on up." —Professor Bruce Greenwald, director of the
Heilbrunn Center for Graham and Dodd Investing, Columbia Business School
With an insider's view of the mind of the master, Mary Buffett and David Clark have
written a simple guide for reading financial statements from Buffett's successful
perspective. They clearly outline Warren Buffett's strategies in a way that will appeal to
newcomers and seasoned Buffettologists alike. Inspired by the seminal work of Buffett's
mentor, Benjamin Graham, this book presents Buffett's interpretation of financial
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statements with anecdotes and quotes from the master investor himself. Destined to
become a classic in the world of investment books, Warren Buffett and the
Interpretation of Financial Statements is the perfect companion volume to The New
Buffettology and The Tao of Warren Buffett.
In "100 to 1 in the Stock Market," Thomas Phelps discloses the secrets and strategies
to increasing your wealth one hundredfold through buy-and-hold investing. Unlike the
short-term trading trends that are popular today, Phelps s highly logical, yet radical
approach focuses on identifying compounding machines in public markets, buying their
stocks, and holding these investments long term for at least ten years. In this
indispensable guide, Phelps analyzes what made the big companies of his day so
profitable for the diligent, long-term investor. You will learn how to identify and invest in
profitable business models without visible growth ceilings that will quickly increase your
earnings. Worth its weight in gold (and then some), "100 to 1 in the Stock Market"
illuminates the way to the path of long-term wealth for you and your heirs. With this
classic, yet highly relevant approach, you will pick companies wisely and watch your
investments soar Thomas William Phelps (1903 1992) spent over 40 years in the
investing world working as a private investor, columnist, analyst, and financial advisor.
His illustrious investing career began just before the stock market crash in 1929 and
lasted into the 1970s. In 1927, he began his career with "The Wall Street Journal"
where he was a reporter, news editor, and chief. Beginning in 1936, he edited "Barron s
National Financial Weekly." From 1949 to 1960, he served as an assistant to the
chairman and manager of the economics department at Socony Mobil Oil. Following
this venture, he was a partner in the investment firm of Scudder, Stevens & Clark until
his retirement in 1970. "One of the five greatest investment books you've never heard
of" -- "The Daily Reckoning" "Of all the books on investing that I ve read over the years,
100 to 1 in the stock market one was at once, the most pleasurable and most
challenging to my own beliefs." -- Value Walk (ValueWalk.com) "For years we handed
out copies of Mr. Phelps book as bonuses." -- Timothy Lutts, Cabot Investing Advice,
one of the largest investment advisories and newsletters in the country since 1970"
A comprehensive value investing framework for the individual investor In a
straightforward and accessible manner, The Dhandho Investor lays out the powerful
framework of value investing. Written with the intelligent individual investor in mind, this
comprehensive guide distills the Dhandho capital allocation framework of the business
savvy Patels from India and presents how they can be applied successfully to the stock
market. The Dhandho method expands on the groundbreaking principles of value
investing expounded by Benjamin Graham, Warren Buffett, and Charlie Munger.
Readers will be introduced to important value investing concepts such as "Heads, I win!
Tails, I don't lose that much!," "Few Bets, Big Bets, Infrequent Bets," Abhimanyu's
dilemma, and a detailed treatise on using the Kelly Formula to invest in undervalued
stocks. Using a light, entertaining style, Pabrai lays out the Dhandho framework in an
easy-to-use format. Any investor who adopts the framework is bound to improve on
results and soundly beat the markets and most professionals.
In 2005, Joel Greenblatt published a book that is already considered one of the classics
of finance literature. In The Little Book that Beats the Market—a New York Times
bestseller with 300,000 copies in print—Greenblatt explained how investors can
outperform the popular market averages by simply and systematically applying a
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formula that seeks out good businesses when they are available at bargain prices.
Now, with a new Introduction and Afterword for 2010, The Little Book that Still Beats the
Market updates and expands upon the research findings from the original book.
Included are data and analysis covering the recent financial crisis and model
performance through the end of 2009. In a straightforward and accessible style, the
book explores the basic principles of successful stock market investing and then
reveals the author’s time-tested formula that makes buying above average companies
at below average prices automatic. Though the formula has been extensively tested
and is a breakthrough in the academic and professional world, Greenblatt explains it
using 6th grade math, plain language and humor. He shows how to use his method to
beat both the market and professional managers by a wide margin. You’ll also learn
why success eludes almost all individual and professional investors, and why the
formula will continue to work even after everyone “knows” it. While the formula may be
simple, understanding why the formula works is the true key to success for investors.
The book will take readers on a step-by-step journey so that they can learn the
principles of value investing in a way that will provide them with a long term strategy
that they can understand and stick with through both good and bad periods for the
stock market. As the Wall Street Journal stated about the original edition, “Mr.
Greenblatt…says his goal was to provide advice that, while sophisticated, could be
understood and followed by his five children, ages 6 to 15. They are in luck. His ‘Little
Book’ is one of the best, clearest guides to value investing out there.”
An informative, timely, and irreverent guide to financial investment offers a close-up
look at the current high-tech boom, explains how to maximize gains and minimize
losses, and examines a broad spectrum of financial opportunities, from mutual funds to
real estate to gold, especially in light of the dot-com crash.
Welcome to the world of Martin "Buzzy" Schwartz, Champion Trader--the man whose
nerves of steel and killer instinct in the canyons of Wall Street earned him the welldeserved name "Pit Bull." This is the true story of how Schwartz became the best of the
best, of the people and places he discovered along the way and of the trader’s tricks
and techniques he used to make his millions.
NAMED A BOOK OF THE YEAR BY THE ECONOMIST AND ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF 2021 BY THE TIMES AND THE SUNDAY TIMES "Irreversible Damage . . .
has caused a storm. Abigail Shrier, a Wall Street Journal writer, does something simple
yet devastating: she rigorously lays out the facts." —Janice Turner, The Times of
London Until just a few years ago, gender dysphoria—severe discomfort in one’s
biological sex—was vanishingly rare. It was typically found in less than .01 percent of the
population, emerged in early childhood, and afflicted males almost exclusively. But
today whole groups of female friends in colleges, high schools, and even middle
schools across the country are coming out as “transgender.” These are girls who had
never experienced any discomfort in their biological sex until they heard a coming-out
story from a speaker at a school assembly or discovered the internet community of
trans “influencers.” Unsuspecting parents are awakening to find their daughters in
thrall to hip trans YouTube stars and “gender-affirming” educators and therapists who
push life-changing interventions on young girls—including medically unnecessary double
mastectomies and puberty blockers that can cause permanent infertility. Abigail Shrier,
a writer for the Wall Street Journal, has dug deep into the trans epidemic, talking to the
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girls, their agonized parents, and the counselors and doctors who enable gender
transitions, as well as to “detransitioners”—young women who bitterly regret what they
have done to themselves. Coming out as transgender immediately boosts these girls’
social status, Shrier finds, but once they take the first steps of transition, it is not easy to
walk back. She offers urgently needed advice about how parents can protect their
daughters. A generation of girls is at risk. Abigail Shrier’s essential book will help you
understand what the trans craze is and how you can inoculate your child against it—or
how to retrieve her from this dangerous path.
The manager of a top investment fund discusses how individuals can make a killing in
the market through research and investment techniques that confound conventional
market wisdom.

"Once I picked it up I did not put it down until I finished. . . . What Schwed has
done is capture fully-in deceptively clean language-the lunacy at the heart of the
investment business." -- From the Foreword by Michael Lewis, Bestselling author
of Liar's Poker ". . . one of the funniest books ever written about Wall Street." -Jane Bryant Quinn, The Washington Post "How great to have a reissue of a
hilarious classic that proves the more things change the more they stay the
same. Only the names have been changed to protect the innocent." -- Michael
Bloomberg "It's amazing how well Schwed's book is holding up after fifty-five
years. About the only thing that's changed on Wall Street is that computers have
replaced pencils and graph paper. Otherwise, the basics are the same. The
investor's need to believe somebody is matched by the financial advisor's need to
make a nice living. If one of them has to be disappointed, it's bound to be the
former." -- John Rothchild, Author, A Fool and His Money, Financial Columnist,
Time magazine Humorous and entertaining, this book exposes the folly and
hypocrisy of Wall Street. The title refers to a story about a visitor to New York
who admired the yachts of the bankers and brokers. Naively, he asked where all
the customers' yachts were? Of course, none of the customers could afford
yachts, even though they dutifully followed the advice of their bankers and
brokers. Full of wise contrarian advice and offering a true look at the world of
investing, in which brokers get rich while their customers go broke, this book
continues to open the eyes of investors to the reality of Wall Street.
A hedge fund manager and Columbia Business School professor shows, in stepby-step fashion, how "beating the market" can be made simple and easy for
investors of any age.
A half-century of Wall Street history as seen through the lives of its most
illustrious family This compelling new narrative from bestselling author John
Rothchild tells the story of three generations of the legendary Davis family, who
rank among the most successful investors in the history of the Street. With a
novelist's wit and eye for telling detail, Rothchild chronicles the financial
escapades of this eccentric, pioneering clan, providing a vivid portrait of fifty
years of Wall Street history along the way. Rothchild shadows the Davis family's
holdings through two lengthy bull markets, two savage and seven mild bear
markets, one crash, and twenty-five corrections and, in the process, reveals the
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strategies behind the family's uncanny ability to consistently beat the markets.
The Davis Dynasty begins in 1947, the year Shelby Davis quit his job as a state
bureaucrat and, armed with $50,000 of his wife's money, took the plunge into
stock investing. By the time he died in 1994, he had multiplied his wife's original
stake 8,000 times! The story continues with his son, Shelby, who established one
of the most successful funds of the past thirty years. The final characters in this
enthralling family saga are grandsons Chris and Andrew. Both surrendered to the
Davis family passion for investing and both went on to earn reputations as
investment luminaries in their own right. John Rothchild (Miami Beach, FL) cowrote the blockbusters One Up on Wall Street, Beating the Street, and Learn to
Earn with Peter Lynch. He is the author of Survive and Profit in Ferocious
Markets (Wiley: 0-471-34882-1), A Fool and His Money (Wiley: 0-471-25138-0),
and Going for Broke. He has written for Harper's, Rolling Stone, Esquire, and
other leading magazines and he has appeared on the Today Show, the Nightly
Business Report, and CNBC.
Trader Vic -- Methods of a Wall Street Master Investment strategies from the
man Barron's calls "The Ultimate Wall Street Pro" "Victor Sperandeo is gifted with
one of the finest minds I know. No wonder he's compiled such an amazing record
of success as a money manager. Every investor can benefit from the wisdom he
offers in his new book. Don't miss it!" --Paul Tudor Jones Tudor Investment
Corporation "Here's a simple review in three steps: 1. Buy this book! 2. Read this
book! 3. See step 2. For those who can't take a hint, Victor Sperandeo with T.
Sullivan Brown has written a gem, a book of value for everyone in the markets,
whether egghead, novice or seasoned speculator." --John Sweeney Technical
Analysis of Stocks and Commodities "Get Trader Vic-Methods of a Wall Street
Master by Victor Sperandeo, read it over and over and you'll never have a losing
year again." --Yale Hirsch Smart Money "I have followed Victor Sperandeo's
advice for ten years, and the results have been outstanding. This book is a must
for any serious investor." --James J. Hayes, Vice President, Investments
Prudential Securities Inc. "This book covers all the important aspects of making
money and integrates them into a unifying philosophy that includes economics,
Federal Reserve policy, trading methods, risk, psychology, and more. It's a
philosophy everyone should understand." --T. Boone Pickens, General Partner
Mesa Limited Partnership "This book gave me a wealth of new insights into
trading. Whether you're a short-term trader or a long-term investor, you will
improve your performance by following Sperandeo's precepts." --Louis I. Margolis
Managing Director, Salomon Brothers, Inc.
The #1 New York Times bestseller. Over 3 million copies sold! Tiny Changes,
Remarkable Results No matter your goals, Atomic Habits offers a proven
framework for improving--every day. James Clear, one of the world's leading
experts on habit formation, reveals practical strategies that will teach you exactly
how to form good habits, break bad ones, and master the tiny behaviors that lead
to remarkable results. If you're having trouble changing your habits, the problem
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isn't you. The problem is your system. Bad habits repeat themselves again and
again not because you don't want to change, but because you have the wrong
system for change. You do not rise to the level of your goals. You fall to the level
of your systems. Here, you'll get a proven system that can take you to new
heights. Clear is known for his ability to distill complex topics into simple
behaviors that can be easily applied to daily life and work. Here, he draws on the
most proven ideas from biology, psychology, and neuroscience to create an easyto-understand guide for making good habits inevitable and bad habits impossible.
Along the way, readers will be inspired and entertained with true stories from
Olympic gold medalists, award-winning artists, business leaders, life-saving
physicians, and star comedians who have used the science of small habits to
master their craft and vault to the top of their field. Learn how to: • make time for
new habits (even when life gets crazy); • overcome a lack of motivation and
willpower; • design your environment to make success easier; • get back on
track when you fall off course; ...and much more. Atomic Habits will reshape the
way you think about progress and success, and give you the tools and strategies
you need to transform your habits--whether you are a team looking to win a
championship, an organization hoping to redefine an industry, or simply an
individual who wishes to quit smoking, lose weight, reduce stress, or achieve any
other goal.
From a renowned financial journalist who has written for Time, Fortune, Forbes,
and The New Yorker, a fresh and unexpectedly profound book that draws on
hundreds of hours of exclusive interviews with many of the world’s superinvestors to demonstrate that the keys for building wealth hold other life lessons
as well. Billionaire investors. If we think of them, it’s with a mixture of awe and
suspicion. Clearly, they possess a kind of genius—the proverbial Midas Touch.
But are the skills they possess transferable? And do they have anything to teach
us besides making money? In Richer, Wiser, Happier, William Green draws on
interviews that he’s conducted over twenty-five years with many of the world’s
greatest investors. As he discovered, their talents extend well beyond the
financial realm. The most successful investors are mavericks and iconoclasts
who question conventional wisdom and profit vastly from their ability to think
more rationally, rigorously, and objectively. They are master game players who
consciously maximize their odds of long-term success in markets and life, while
also minimizing any risk of catastrophe. They draw powerful insights from many
different fields, are remarkably intuitive about trends, practice fanatical discipline,
and have developed a high tolerance for pain. As Green explains, the best
investors can teach us not only how to become rich, but how to improve the way
we think, reach decisions, assess risk, avoid costly errors, build resilience, and
turn uncertainty to our advantage. Green ushers us into the lives of more than
forty super-investors, visiting them in their offices, homes, and even their places
of worship—all to share what they have to teach us. Richer, Wiser, Happier brings
together the thinking of many of the greatest investment minds, from Sir John
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Templeton to Charlie Munger, Jack Bogle to Ed Thorp, Will Danoff to Mohnish
Pabrai, Bill Miller to Laura Geritz, Joel Greenblatt to Howard Marks. In explaining
how they think and why they win, this landmark book provides gems of insight
that will enrich you not only financially but also professionally and personally.
"This is that rarity, a useful book."--Warren Buffett Howard Marks, the chairman
and cofounder of Oaktree Capital Management, is renowned for his insightful
assessments of market opportunity and risk. After four decades spent ascending
to the top of the investment management profession, he is today sought out by
the world's leading value investors, and his client memos brim with insightful
commentary and a time-tested, fundamental philosophy. Now for the first time, all
readers can benefit from Marks's wisdom, concentrated into a single volume that
speaks to both the amateur and seasoned investor. Informed by a lifetime of
experience and study, The Most Important Thing explains the keys to successful
investment and the pitfalls that can destroy capital or ruin a career. Utilizing
passages from his memos to illustrate his ideas, Marks teaches by example,
detailing the development of an investment philosophy that fully acknowledges
the complexities of investing and the perils of the financial world. Brilliantly
applying insight to today's volatile markets, Marks offers a volume that is part
memoir, part creed, with a number of broad takeaways. Marks expounds on such
concepts as "second-level thinking," the price/value relationship, patient
opportunism, and defensive investing. Frankly and honestly assessing his own
decisions--and occasional missteps--he provides valuable lessons for critical
thinking, risk assessment, and investment strategy. Encouraging investors to be
"contrarian," Marks wisely judges market cycles and achieves returns through
aggressive yet measured action. Which element is the most essential?
Successful investing requires thoughtful attention to many separate aspects, and
each of Marks's subjects proves to be the most important thing.
One Up On Wall StreetHow To Use What You Already Know To Make Money In
The MarketSimon and Schuster
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST • NATIONAL BESTSELLER • An
audacious, darkly glittering novel set in the eerie days of civilization’s
collapse—the spellbinding story of a Hollywood star, his would-be savior, and a
nomadic group of actors roaming the scattered outposts of the Great Lakes
region, risking everything for art and humanity. Now an original series on HBO
Max. Kirsten Raymonde will never forget the night Arthur Leander, the famous
Hollywood actor, had a heart attack on stage during a production of King Lear.
That was the night when a devastating flu pandemic arrived in the city, and within
weeks, civilization as we know it came to an end. Twenty years later, Kirsten
moves between the settlements of the altered world with a small troupe of actors
and musicians. They call themselves The Traveling Symphony, and they have
dedicated themselves to keeping the remnants of art and humanity alive. But
when they arrive in St. Deborah by the Water, they encounter a violent prophet
who will threaten the tiny band’s existence. And as the story takes off, moving
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back and forth in time, and vividly depicting life before and after the pandemic,
the strange twist of fate that connects them all will be revealed. Look for Emily St.
John Mandel’s new novel, Sea of Tranquility, coming in April 2022!
Widely respected and admired, Philip Fisher is among the most influential investors of
all time. His investment philosophies, introduced almost forty years ago, are not only
studied and applied by today's financiers and investors, but are also regarded by many
as gospel. This book is invaluable reading and has been since it was first published in
1958. The updated paperback retains the investment wisdom of the original edition and
includes the perspectives of the author's son Ken Fisher, an investment guru in his own
right in an expanded preface and introduction "I sought out Phil Fisher after reading his
Common Stocks and Uncommon Profits...A thorough understanding of the business,
obtained by using Phil's techniques...enables one to make intelligent investment
commitments." —Warren Buffet
A TikTok sensation, this rom-com about a young woman who agrees to fake date a
colleague and bring him to her sister’s wedding has “everything you could want in a
romance” (Helen Hoang, New York Times bestselling author). Catalina Martín
desperately needs a date to her sister’s wedding. Especially since her little white lie
about her American boyfriend has spiralled out of control. Now everyone she
knows—including her ex and his fiancée—will be there and eager to meet him. She only
has four weeks to find someone willing to cross the Atlantic and aid in her deception.
New York to Spain is no short flight and her raucous family won’t be easy to fool. Enter
Aaron Blackford—her tall, handsome, condescending colleague—who surprisingly offers
to step in. She’d rather refuse; never has there been a more aggravating, blood-boiling,
and insufferable man. But Catalina is desperate, and as the wedding draws nearer,
Aaron looks like her best option. And she begins to realize he might not be as terrible in
the real world as he is at the office.
A Must-Read for Any Investor Looking to Maximize Their Chances of Success Big
Mistakes: The Best Investors and Their Worst Investments explores the ways in which
the biggest names have failed, and reveals the lessons learned that shaped more
successful strategies going forward. Investing can be a rollercoaster of highs and lows,
and the investors detailed here show just how low it can go; stories from Warren Buffet,
Bill Ackman, Chris Sacca, Jack Bogle, Mark Twain, John Maynard Keynes, and many
more illustrate the simple but overlooked concept that investing is really hard, whether
you're managing a few thousand dollars or a few billion, failures and losses are part of
the game. Much more than just anecdotal diversion, these stories set the basis for the
book's critical focus: learning from mistakes. These investors all recovered from their
missteps, and moved forward armed with a wealth of knowledge than can only come
from experience. Lessons learned through failure carry a weight that no textbook can
convey, and in the case of these legendary investors, informed a set of skills and
strategy that propelled them to the top. Research-heavy and grounded in realism, this
book is a must-read for any investor looking to maximize their chances of success.
Learn the most common ways even successful investors fail Learn from the mistakes of
the greats to avoid losing ground Anticipate challenges and obstacles, and develop an
advance plan Exercise caution when warranted, and only take the smart risks While
learning from your mistakes is always a valuable experience, learning from the
mistakes of others gives you the benefit of wisdom without the consequences of
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experience. Big Mistakes: The Best Investors and Their Worst Investments provides an
incomparable, invaluable resource for investors of all stripes.
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON From Beth Kery, the national
bestselling author of Explosive, comes a red-hot romance like no other—where the rules
of attraction are broken with that first electrifying touch. Meet Francesca and Ian. The
fantasies of what’s to come begin… Because You Are Mine, Part I Because You Tempt
Me It starts with that first look, when you know you have to have him… Francesca Arno
has been commissioned to create a grand centerpiece painting for the lobby of Ian
Noble’s new skyscraper. It’s at a cocktail party in her honor that she first meets
him—and the attraction is immediate for Francesca. It’s also bewildering. She’s not
used to such a wholesale sexual response to a stranger. Enigmatic, darkly intense, with
a commanding presence, Ian completely unnerves her. And she likes it. For Ian, she’s
the kind of woman he can’t resist—one that comes all too rarely: a true innocent. But he
can sense in her a desire to open up, to experiment, to give herself to the fantasies of a
man in control. The first kiss, the first caress, the first challenge for a woman who
craves what she’s never had—a man who gets what he wants. More to come. Don't
miss Because You Are Mine, Part II, available 8/7
$20,000 to $2 million in only three years— the greatest stock-picker you never heard of
tells you how you can do it too Chris Camillo is not a stockbroker, financial analyst, or
hedge fund manager. He is an ordinary person with a knack for identifying trends and
discovering great investments hidden in everyday life. In early 2007, he invested
$20,000 in the stock market, and in three years it grew to just over $2 million. With
Laughing at Wall Street, you'll see: •How Facebook friends helped a young parent
invest in the wildly successful children's show, Chuggington—and saw her stock values
climb 50% •How an everyday trip to 7-Eleven alerted a teenager to short Snapple
stock—and tripled his money in seven days •How $1000 invested consecutively in
Uggs, True Religion jeans, and Crocs over five years grew to $750,000 •How Michelle
Obama caused J. Crew's stock to soar 186%, and Wall Street only caught up four
months later! Engaging, narratively-driven, and without complicated financial analysis,
Camillo's stock picking methodology proves that you do not need large sums of money
or fancy market data to become a successful investor.
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